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1. The Big Picture 

May 7, 2019

Clashes to continue & could intensify during Ramadan

Bell 
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KEY POINTS 

• Combat Ops. to intensify in Ramadan 

• Tripoli CBL begins to limit cash in East 

• GNA groups claim IS attack in South   

Clashes between Government of National Accord 
(GNA) and Libyan National Army (LNA) forces 
continued this week on Tripoli’s outskirts. While 
combat operations have been limited relatively 
compared with past weeks, both LNA and GNA 
factions are anticipating further escalation during 
the Islamic month of Ramadan, which is only 
expected to shift hours of engagement. This was 
highlighted by LNA commander Khalifa Haftar’s 
message to boost morale and call on troops to 
show “strength and determination” when facing the 
“enemy” during Ramadan.  Calls for a truce by the 
United Nations Support Mission in Libya (UNSMIL) 
will likely go unheard in this context in the short to 
medium term.  
 
On the ground, the LNA continues to alternate 
advances and withdrawals to pressure GNA forces 
into engaging. The LNA attempted to infiltrate 
central Tripoli via Wadi Rabei, though this push 
was met with resistance from GNA forces between 
30 Apr to 01 May. LNA units, however, 
consolidated their position in Esbiaa and were able 
to capitalize on reinforcements to protect units’ 
rearguards.  
 
Days later GNA-aligned forces launched an 
offensive to advance on the Wadi Rabei, Zatarna 
(Northwest of Tarhunah), and Esbiaa areas. In the 
short term, GNA-aligned forces will continue 
attempts to push back LNA units into defensive 
positions, especially in Esbiaa and Zatarna, while 
LNA forces’ objective is to cut Misrata’s supply 
lines from the West and push northward from Wadi 
Rabei.  
 
Meanwhile, there is mounting evidence that LNA 
and GNA rivals are gradually eyeing Libya’s oil & 
gas and banking sectors as platforms where 
hostilities can be manifested given the current 
standoff in armed clashes. Reuters, citing 
anonymous diplomats and analysts, reported that 
Haftar was exerting pressure on the National Oil 
Corporation (NOC) operations in LNA-controlled 
areas.   In addition, the GNA has begun limiting the 
LNA’s access to hard currency.  
 
On 29 Apr, Tripoli-based Central Bank of Libya 
(CBL), citing corruption allegations, limited 
eastern-based commercial banks’ ability to 
request letters of credit (LCs) by raising the due 
diligence requirements across at least four banks. 

The head of the liquidity committee of the eastern-
based CBL, Ramzi Al-Agha, stated that Tripoli’s 
CBL “opened a frontline of war and a siege on banks 
in Barqa”. 
 
These political tensions between Tripoli and 
Benghazi have already taken their toll with the 
kidnapping of the NOC Oil Workers’ Labor Union 
and NOC employee, Saad Dinar. These issues are 
compounded by the security vacuum in the South 
and re-emergence of the Islamic State (IS) group, 
prompting NOC chairman Mustafa Sanallah to warn 
of the terrorism threat exposing the country’s oil 
fields on 01 May. Highlighting the deeply-polarized 
context within Libya’s energy sector, Sanallah 
reiterated the NOC’s neutrality in light of the political 
crisis between competing governments.   
 
In the South, the security vacuum is growing as 
attacks become more sophisticated and frequent. 
On 04 May, IS claimed responsibility for an attack 
targeting an LNA camp South of Sabha. This is the 
third attack in the area since clashes began on 04 
Apr. Attacks have thus far included an armed 
assault on the Tamanhint Airbase on 18 Apr and 
brief clashes at the Sharara Oil Field on 29 Apr. IS 
militants are expected to increase their activity 
throughout the month of Ramadan, closely following 
a video appearance by their self-proclaimed leader, 
Abu Bakr Al-Baghdadi, who praised Libyan fighters 
on the ground, including their attack on Al-Fuqaha, 
and called on Libyan followers/sympathisers to 
strive towards a “war of attrition” in the country.  
 
Despite official condemnation from the GNA, claims 
of responsibility for the attack from Misrata’s Al-
Sumood Brigade (led by sanctioned Salah Badi), the 
166 Battalion, and multiple other GNA-aligned 
groups, would theoretically help reinforce the LNA’s 
counter-terrorism narrative, especially given recent 
attempts to describe the Misrata bloc as a breeding 
ground for terrorism. Meanwhile, the conflicting 
claims of responsibility stand as an indicator of the 
lack of coordination (command & control) within the 
GNA bloc.  
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Shahat Security Directorate 
announced a suicide bombing 
attempt was foiled on 08 Mar. A 
13 year-old Egyptian national was 
reportedly arrested carrying an 
improvised explosive device 
(IED), which he planned to 
detonate in a busy market, in the 
city’s Souq Al Jum'aa area. No 
further information available. 

The Sirte Protection Force (SPF), nominally 
under the GNA, reported tracking Islamic 
State (IS) movements Southeast and West 
of Sirte over the past few days, prompting 
the force to raise its level of readiness to 
repel potential attacks 

Sources reported a group of local 
protesters in Sabratha stopped a 
United Nations Support Mission in 
Libya (UNSMIL) convoy en route 
to the Libyan-Tunisian Ras Ajdir 
border crossing via the Coastal 
Road at approximately 220hrs on 
01 May. The protesters, 
considered pro-LNA, demanded 
the UNSMIL to intervene to 
protect civilians from 
indiscriminate aerial 
bombardments carried out by the 
GNA. 

 
 

2. National Security Map 
Islamic State (IS) claims attack on LNA camp in Sabha; US AFRICOM denies resumed presence    
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The Islamic State (IS) claimed 
responsibility via its AMAQ 
publication for an attack on the 
Libyan National Army (LNA) 160 
Brigade Gabriel Baba Military 
Camp, a training facility, South of 
Sabha,  at approx. 0430hrs on 04 
May. IS claimed its attack 
resulted in sixteen casualties and  
the release of prisoners held 
captive in the camp. According to 
the head of Sabha’s Municipality, 
Hamed Al-Khaiyali, eight LNA 
units were killed in the attack. 

Reports across local media, citing an 
unidentified security source from Misrata, 
alleged that US Africa Command 
(AFRICOM) troops entered the city via 
Tunisia over the past few days. Additional 
reporting quoted the GNA Deputy PM, 
Ahmed Maiteeg, reaffirming that counter-
terrorism cooperation is ongoing with the 
US. AFRICOM, however, directly 
responded to these allegations and denied 
the presence of forces on the ground, 
reaffirming its temporary relocation on 07 
Apr due to security concerns. 

Reports suggest Derna’s CID 
discovered an unidentified mass 
grave in the Bu-Msafir forest on 
29 Apr. According to reports, the 
grave contained bodies of 
victims murdered by militant 
groups in Derna in past combat 
operations. 

 

Local reports suggest 
unidentified assailants carried 
out a drive-by shooting targeting 
the three sons of a member of 
Murzuq’s High Council of State 
(HCS), Hamad Tanani, on their 
way back from their farm, West of 
the city, in the evening on 05 
May. Two of Tanani’s sons were 
killed as a result, whilst the third 
was injured. The assailants were 
reportedly driving a Toyota 
vehicle with tinted windows 
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3. Nationwide Security Analysis 
Decrease in nationwide fatalities in Tripoli district; surge in airstrikes  
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Nationwide Fatalities by Type of Attack (Past 27 Weeks)  
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Data Analysis 

WB recorded this week a total of 56 confirmed deaths in Libya, which compares to 166 deaths reported last week and 133 the 
week before. Whilst clashes continued between rival forces in Tripoli’s South, WB recorded a decrease in nationwide fatalities 
over the course of the reporting period. There was a surge in GNA/LNA airstrikes this week, relatively compared with last week’s 
figures. Further, this week saw a slight increase in kidnappings recorded in the capital city as the security vacuum widens in light 
of ongoing clashes. Whilst an attack on an LNA military camp resulted in fatalities in Sabha, there were no other fatalities recorded 
beyond Tripoli and neighbouring western districts. Several security incidents were reported throughout the country including, 50 
airstrikes, 28 violent clashes, 22 mortar rocket shelling incidents, 8 cases of isolated gunfire, 3 protests, 3 kidnappings, 1 raid and 
1 drone-related incident.  
 
In Western Libya, WB recorded a total of 123 incidents, including 110 incidents in the capital city, Tripoli, marking a surge in 
Tripoli-related incidents. Whilst clashes in the South of Tripoli continue to dominate the overall security environment in the Tripoli 
district, WB recorded criminal activity beyond the military escalation. Local reports from 29 Apr suggest an armed group kidnapped 
several family members related to the late Tripoli Security Directorate head, Mohammed Swaisi, from their residence in the Hai 
Al-Ghrarat area, and transferred them to an unknown location. According to reports, the family members were kidnapped due to 
allegations of supporting Haftar’s “War on Tripoli”, despite relatives stating that Swaisi’s family did not speak of their political views. 
A neighbour was also reportedly kidnapped as he attempted to thwart the kidnapping. Whilst the identity of the kidnappers remains 
unconfirmed, reports indicate the involvement of Government of National Accord (GNA)-aligned militias currently involved in the 
Tripoli clashes. Separately, reports suggest three masked gunmen carried out an armed attack on a house in Al-Kremiya area at 
approximately 2000hrs on 02 May. Reports suggest the attackers stole all the cash inside the house.  

 
  This week in Central Libya, tensions remain high as local forces expect an LNA push towards the national district.  Separately, 

reports suggest an airstrike was conducted South of Sirte at approximately 1430hrs on 01 May.  
 
Turning to Southern Libya, this week was marked by the Islamic State (IS) claiming responsibility via its AMAQ publication for an 
attack on the Libyan National Army (LNA) 160 Brigade Gabriel Baba Military Camp, a training facility, South of Sabha, at 
approximately 0430hrs on 04 May. IS claimed its attack resulted in sixteen casualties and the release of prisoners held captive in 
the camp. According to the head of Sabha’s Municipality, Hamed Al-Khaiyali, eight LNA units were killed in the attack. Al-Khaiyali 
stated that one soldier was decapitated, whilst seven others were either shot dead or “slaughtered”. The Sabha Hospital reported 
nine fatalities. Meanwhile, two Misrata GNA-aligned brigades claimed to have carried out the attack and shot dead 11 LNA units, 
whilst denying any decapitations. GNA-aligned militias claiming responsibility for the attack would raise questions over the 
authenticity of the IS claim of responsibility. 
 
In Eastern Libya, on 04 May, the National Oil Corporation (NOC) called for the release of the national head of the Oil Workers’ 
Labor Union and NOC employee, Saad Dinar, who was kidnapped by an armed group in the Suluq area near Benghazi on 29 
Apr. Dinar’s fate remains unknown.  
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4. Tripoli Neighborhood Report 
Clashes remain confined to South; 2 local journalists kidnapped/arrested 
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held in the town of Tarhunah. The latest 
reports suggest that communication was lost with 
the journalists despite reports of an agreement to 
release them. Further, the United Nations Support 
Mission in Libya (UNSMIL) strongly condemned 
the "abduction" of the Libya Al-Ahrar TV journalists 

and threats and violence against journalists and 
media outlets in Libya. The UNSMIL urged for the 
immediate release of all journalists arbitrarily 
detained. 
  
Abducted senior Total employee released 
 
WB sources confirmed the release of the 
previously kidnapped Total (former employee of 
Marathon Petroleum Corporation (MPC)) senior 

local employee by an unidentified militia in 
Tripoli’s Jama Al-Saga’ area on 25 Apr. Sources 
reported the employee was released between 01 
and 02 May and was subject to minor injuries 
during the time of kidnapping. The kidnappers 
released the employee in the Ghot Al-Romman 
area. There is no further information available. On 
25 Apr. WB sources received reports of a senior 
Total employee, possibly a country manager, being 
kidnapped by an unidentified group in Tripoli’s Ben 

Ashour area on 25 Apr. The kidnappers demanded 
a ransom for his release, with sources from MPC 
confirming the incident. The employee was 
kidnapped near his residence in Tripoli’s Jama Al-
Saga’ area after leaving the office. The time of 
kidnapping was reported to be between 
approximately 1300hrs and 1900hrs on 25 Apr. 
 

Decreased shelling & airstrikes on 04-05 May  
 
Indiscriminate shelling and tit-for-tat airstrikes 
decreased in the 04-05 May clashes between the 

rival forces of the Libyan National Army (LNA) and 
Government of National Accord (GNA)-aligned forces 
in Tripoli’s Southern areas. On the ground, clashes 
resumed South of Ain Zara, near the Electricity Road 
Fork, at approximately 0130hrs on 05 May. 
Meanwhile, clashes resumed in the Al-Ztarna area at 
approximately 2300hrs on 04 May. Sources 
confirmed airstrikes in the areas of Ain Zara, Wadi Al-
Rabie, Al-Ztarna in the early hours of 05 May. At 
approximately 1030hrs on 05 May, sources reported 

a GNA airstrike conducted in the Wadi Al-Rabei area. 
Indiscriminate shelling was reported in the Salah 
Aldin area at approximately 1530hrs on 04 May. 
Initial reports indicate that an indiscriminate shell 
damaged a house, with unconfirmed reports of 
casualties. As of 02 May, the clashes have resulted 
in 392 fatalities and 1936 injuries, with an estimated 
50,000 people displaced, according to the World 
Health Organisation (WHO) in Libya. 
  
Al-Kaniat militia kidnaps/arrests two journalists 
 
Reporters Without Borders (RWB), a non-
governmental advocacy group, condemned and 
called for the unconditional release of Libya Al-Ahrar 
TV journalists, Mohammed Al-Gurj and Mohammed 
Al-Shaibani, who were arrested on 02 May whilst 
covering the clashes from the frontlines in Tripoli’s 
South. According to RWB, the journalists were 
kidnapped by Al-Kaniat militia and are currently being  
 

 
 
 
 

KEY INCIDENTS 

1.  (29 Apr) GNA gain ground on Ain Zara 

front; LNA precision airstrikes increase 

2. (29 Apr) Armed group kidnaps several 

family members of late security head 

3. (30 Apr) Clashes cont. in South; 

prominent Misrata militiaman killed 

4. (01 May) LNA push in Wadi Rabei & 

Espiaa repelled; counter-offensive 

5. (01 May) Senior MPC employee 

kidnapped near house; later released 

6. (02 May) Clashes on Al-Ztarna front; 

GNA claim control of Yarmook Camp 

7. (02 May) Turkey denies espionage 

allegations over two nationals  

8. (02 May) Al-Kaniat militia kidnaps two 

local journalists covering clashes 

9. (01-02 May) Abducted senior MPC 

employee released in Ghot Romman 

10. (02 -03 May) Surge in GNA airstrikes 

targeting LNA positions 
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5. Benghazi Neighborhood Report 
NOC calls for release of Oil Workers’ Labor Union head kidnapped in Suluq 

 

    

 

  
 
Reuters, citing the Turkish newspaper 
“Haberturk”, denied reports that two Turkish 
nationals previously kidnapped in Tripoli’s 
Qasr Bin Ghashir area on 12 Apr, were spies. 
According to Turkish authorities, the two 
Turkish nationals were restaurant workers in 
Tripoli’s South and were detained by Libyan 

National Army (LNA) units. The abductees 
were identified as Volkan Altinok and Mehmet 
Demir and have been detained in a prison 
near Benghazi. Pro-LNA media outlets 
reported that the Turkish nationals were 
suspected of spying. On 18 Apr, WB reported 
two Turkish nationals who worked in Qaser 
Bin Ghashir , were missing, with initial 
unconfirmed reports suggesting the two men 
were kidnapped. 

 

 

 

 

Oil Workers’ Labor Union head kidnapped 
 

On 04 May, the National Oil Corporation 
(NOC) called for the release of the national 
head of the Oil Workers’ Labor Union and 
NOC employee, Saad Dinar, who was 
kidnapped by an armed group in 
the Suluq area near Benghazi on 29 Apr. In a 
statement, the NOC stated that Dinar's 
whereabouts remain unknown, whilst 
expressing its deep concern over his well-
being. According to reports, the unidentified 

armed group kidnapped Dinar near his 
residence and took him to an unknown 
location in Suluq at approximately 0000hrs on 
29 Apr. Whilst there is no further information 
available related to the identity of the 
kidnappers, the incident would come amid 
reports of recent tensions between the Libyan 
National Army (LNA) and the NOC due to 
previous statements made by the NOC 
surrounding the “militarisation of Libyan 

national energy infrastructure” in LNA-
controlled ports, terminals and airstrips. 
Further, whilst the motive behind Dinar’s 
kidnapping remains unknown, reports suggest 
Dinar does not enjoy the approval of the Labor 
Union’s members. 
 
 
 
Turkish nationals detained near Benghazi 

KEY INCIDENTS  

1. (01 May) Benghazi Security 

Directorate head establishes plan 

to secure city during Ramadan 

2. (02 May) Turkish nationals 

detained in prison near Benghazi 

3. (04 May) Oil Workers’ Labor Union 

head kidnapped in Suluq 
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6. What’s next  
LNA expected to intensify its push northward; Risk of disruption to O&G 
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POLITICAL FORECAST 
 

The GNA continues attempts to strengthen its posture and mobilize 
support. GNA PM Fayez Sarraj and other ministers are expected to visit 
European capitals this week.  Meanwhile, the GNA has also shored up its 
lobbying effort in Washington, an indicator of the reality of the perceived 
shift in US policy in favour of the LNA, highlighted by US President Donald 
Trump’s recent remarks in support of Haftar’s offensive. Al-Monitor has 
reported that the GNA contracted Mercury Public Affairs, a US lobby firm, 
on 25 Apr to lobby the US Congress and President Donald Trump’s 
cabinet. Al-Monitor reports this is a year-long contract totaling $ 2 million 
per year. Reports indicate the GNA has not hired a lobbying firm in 
Washington since 2016. On the international front, Trump’s potential 
designation of the Muslim Brotherhood as a terrorist group will significantly 
undermine the GNA’s posture by cutting Ankara’s support. Interior 
Minister, Fathi Bashagha, along with the commanders of the Western and 
Tripoli Military Regions, Osama Juwaili and Abdulbasit Marwan 
respectively, arrived in Turkey to discuss military and security cooperation 
between Libya and Turkey on 29 Apr. Unconfirmed reports suggest that 
the visit was an attempt to secure arms and ammunition, with 
questionable reports suggesting that the visit aims to discuss the 
possibility of future air support by Turkey in the Tripoli clashes.  
Separately, the Central Committee for Municipal Elections (CCME) 
announced the election of six new mayors following successful elections 
last week in Wadi Otbah, Zelten, AlRuhaibat, Al-Ghurayfah and Riqdalin. 
Further, the United Arab Emirates (UAE) Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
Anwar Gargash, stated that the priority in Libya is to counter extremism 
and terrorism, whilst supporting the stability in a “long drawn out crisis”.  

SECURITY FORECAST 
 
There is no indication that fighting will subside during the month of 
Ramadan and the LNA could attempt its anticipated intensified push across 
multiple fronts to infiltrate central Tripoli. Thus far, neither the GNA nor the 
LNA have had success in achieving their strategic objectives of 
respectively pushing forces in defensive positions further South and 
advancing northward in the coastal road area to cut Misrata supply lines 
from the West. In Tripoli and Benghazi, tit-for-tat kidnappings targeting 
senior employees/executives are possible, especially against those 
perceived to be LNA/GNA sympathizers, amid heightened tensions within 
the oil & gas and banking sectors. Looking ahead, the strength of the 
Zintan-GNA alliance will be put to the test, as the conflict protracts. This 
could result in skirmishes West of Tripoli. Further, the re-emergence of the 
Islamic State group’s self-proclaimed leader, Abu Bakr Al-Baghdadi, in 
purported video and audio recordings is expected to result in an uptick in 
IS attacks across the country, including complex attacks against key 
infrastructure and/or government buildings. Baghdadi praised fighters on 
the ground, including their recent attack on Al-Fuqaha, and called on 
Libyan followers/sympathisers to strive towards a “war of attrition” in the 
country. In the South, sporadic attacks are likely. Sources indicate newly-
formed groups such as the Awbari Protection Force’s are motivated by 
financial gains. Locals are reportedly reaffirming their alliance to the GNA 
after hearing that cash is distributed from Tripoli.  WB sources confirmed 
the Awbari Protection Force is a pro-Tuareg force with approx. 25 
members. The force is relatively small, and it is unlikely to have a significant 
impact on the ground in the Fezzan region.  

LIBYANS AND THE ARAB STREET 

The National’s editorial team discusses the resurgence of the Islamic State 
in Libya in the current context of hostilities. The article reads: “Less than 
two months ago, ISIS was driven from its last redoubt, the isolated farming 
area of Baghouz in eastern Syria. With Iraq having declared victory over 
the group in 2017, this moment marked the end of the so-called caliphate 
it had once sought to establish across both countries. However, on 
Saturday, it reared its head once more, claiming responsibility for a horrific 
attack, in which nine soldiers were killed. The group struck a Libyan 
National Army training camp located in the south-western city of Sebha, 
issuing a stark reminder of the threat it poses in this fractured and febrile 
nation. Since the fall of Muammar Qaddafi in 2011, Libya has been divided. 
The country’s eastern regions are ruled by the perilously weakened UN-
backed Government of National Accord, led by Prime Minister Fayez Al 
Sarraj. The west and parts of the south are in the hands of the Libyan 
National Army, headed by Field Marshal Khalifa Haftar. Powerful militias, 
formed along ethnic and regional lines, operate openly across the country. 
In Tripoli, the GNA has delegated security to such groups, bringing a 
culture of fear to the capital. Adding to the burden of ordinary Tripolitans, 
the city also became a battleground for both governments last month, when 
the LNA launched an offensive to retake it and wipe out extremist 
factions.This turbulent environment is the perfect breeding ground for an 
organisation such as ISIS, which has been allowed to linger in Libya, after 
its reported defeat by militias loyal to Mr Al Sarraj in 2016. However, the 
group simply withdrew to the south-western desert, where Sebha is 
located. In January, Field Marshal Haftar’s forces took control of this area, 
but it is now obvious that the battle against ISIS is far from over.” 

 
 
 

WHAT OTHER EXPERTS SAY 
 

Writing for Carnegie’s Sada Journal, Libya-expert Tarek Megerisi, 
explores the emerging alternative political framework in light of military 
escalation in Tripoli. He argues.” Khalifa Haftar’s march on Tripoli on April 
4 was a paradigm-shifting event whose importance remains lost on the 
global diplomatic community. Haftar’s actions closed the door on the 
Libyan Political Agreement (LPA) and on attempts to amend it, including 
a series of negotiations between Haftar and Government of National 
Accord (GNA) Prime Minister Fayez al-Serraj […].” Megerisi adds “the 
LPA’s political institutions (the House of Representatives and 
Government of National Accord) and the political framework for power 
sharing it defined can no longer contain or reflect Libya’s political and 
military realities. From Haftar’s perspective, the LPA can no longer 
ensure his personal advancement, so he gambled everything on his 
invasion of Tripoli. If he succeeds, the political process will no longer be 
necessary. If he fails, then he will have more pressing concerns, namely 
trying to keep his alliance together under his command. The Government 
of National Accord feel deeply betrayed by an international community 
that focused on pressuring western Libyan factions toward diplomacy, 
while forgiving Haftar’s military escalations and hoping appeasement 
would encourage him to negotiate.” Further, the author writes that “The 
inability of any existing institution to exert control, the fervor with which 
all belligerents believe in their fight, and the unsuitability of the existing 
political framework are why international efforts at a resolution are failing. 
As the situation devolves, Libya’s population and neighbors are facing 
greater threats and stability is becoming more elusive.”  
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